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In this work, we propose finite element schemes for the numerical approximation of nema-
tic liquid crystal flows, based on a saddle-point formulation of the director vector sub-
problem. It introduces a Lagrange multiplier that allows to enforce the sphere condition.
In this setting, we can consider the limit problem (without penalty) and the penalized
problem (using a Ginzburg–Landau penalty function) in a unified way. Further, the result-
ing schemes have a stable behavior with respect to the value of the penalty parameter, a
key difference with respect to the existing schemes. Two different methods have been con-
sidered for the time integration. First, we have considered an implicit algorithm that is
unconditionally stable and energy preserving. The linearization of the problem at every
time step value can be performed using a quasi-Newton method that allows to decouple
fluid velocity and director vector computations for every tangent problem. Then, we have
designed a linear semi-implicit algorithm (i.e. it does not involve nonlinear iterations) and
proved that it is unconditionally stable, verifying a discrete energy inequality. Finally, some
numerical simulations are provided.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Liquid crystals are materials that exhibit phases between those of a liquid and those of a crystal. They are made of macro-
molecules of similar size, usually represented as rods. The nematic phase is considered the simplest liquid crystal phasewhere
the elongated molecules tend to be locally parallel to some preferential direction. However the molecular centers of gravity
are allowed to flow freely as in an isotropic fluid, i.e. without a positional order. This uniaxial orientational order is typically
modelled by a unit vector called the director vector d. The first phenomenological theory describing statical configurations of
a nematic liquid crystal was proposed by Oseen [27] and Frank [15]. They suggest that the director field corresponds to amin-
imum of the so-called Oseen–Frank free-energy functional, which in the most elementary form is the Dirichlet energyEðdÞ ¼ K
Z
X
jrdj2 dx; ð1Þsubject to the sphere condition; K is an elastic constant.
It is known that orientational orders affect all the macroscopic properties of the fluid velocity, introducing an anisotropic
stress tensor in the linear momentum equations. The continuum theory of nematic liquid crystals was formulated by Ericksen
[11,12] and Leslie [21,20], containing the Oseen–Frank elastic energy.. All rights reserved.
ia), guillen@us.es (F. Guillén-González), juanvi@us.es (J.V. Gutiérrez-Santacreu).
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fication of the Ericksen–Leslie equations proposed by Lin in [22]. This problem has numerically been treated using the
Ginzburg–Landau penalty problem in order to enforce the sphere constraint. In Section 2 we formulate the problem in
the saddle-point framework. Such a formulation allows us to enforce the sphere condition with or without penalty in a single
setting. One benefit of this approach is that an energy estimate is obtained for both cases. In Section 3 we present a semi-
discrete scheme based on low-order finite elements for approximating all the unknowns. This scheme is unconditionally sta-
ble and its solution satisfies a discrete energy estimate. In Section 4, three time-stepping schemes are considered. The first
two schemes are nonlinear, with a backward-differencing and mid-point discretization, respectively. Different linearizations
for these schemes are studied in Section 5. The third scheme is linear, implicit with respect to the linear term and semi-
implicit with respect to the nonlinear term. The three schemes are again unconditionally stable. In Section 6, we test our
numerical algorithms with a smooth initial condition and a initial condition with two defect points. Finally, we compare
the numerical approximations for a test with analytical solution.
2. Problem statement
A micro–macroscopic continuum theory has been developed for the modeling of nematic liquid crystal flows (see [10]),
that characterizes this physical phenomenon in terms of the (microscopic) molecular orientation and the (macroscopic)
velocity–pressure variables. The simplified Ericksen–Leslie system consists of a set of partial differential equations that reads
as follows: find d, u, and ~p such that@tdþ ðu  rÞd cDd cjrdj2d ¼ 0;
jdj ¼ 1;
@tuþ ðu  rÞu mDuþr~pþ kr  ððrdÞtrdÞ ¼ g;
r  u ¼ 0;
ð2Þin (x, t) 2X  (0,T), where X  R3 is the spatial bounded domain filled by the liquid crystal, and (0,T) the time interval. The
physical constants are the fluid viscosity m > 0, an elasticity constant k > 0 and a relaxation time c > 0. The unknown
dðx; tÞ 2 R3 is the director vector that determines the orientation of the molecules, uðx; tÞ 2 R3 is the velocity of the flow
and ~pðx; tÞ 2 R is the pressure. The data gðx; tÞ 2 R3 is a force term. The gradient operator is defined as rx = @jxi and (rx)t
denotes its transpose. In the following, we will consider that the boundary conditions @nd = 0 and u = 0 are satisfied a.e.
on the boundary oX if we do not specify the contrary; @nd =rd  n is the normal derivative where n is the outward normal
vector to the boundary. Initial boundary conditions d(x,0) = d0 (with jd0j = 1 a.e. in X), and u(x,0) = u0 (with r  u0 = 0 in X
and u0 = 0 on oX).
In fact, system (2) is a simplification of the classical Ericksen–Leslie theory of liquid crystals obtained after assuming that
some physical elastic constants are equal (see [10]). In general, this assumption is not true, but the mathematical nature of
the system does not change, and the complications related to its numerical approach are still present in the simplified prob-
lem. For this reason, system (3) has been subject of many mathematical analyses (see [17,25,26,4]).
The saddle-point formulation for (2) consists in finding d, u, q, and ~p such that@tdþ ðu  rÞdþ cðDdþ qdÞ ¼ 0;
d  d ¼ 1;
@tuþ ðu  rÞu mDuþ kr  ððrdÞtrdÞ þ r~p ¼ g;
r  u ¼ 0;
ð3Þwhere qðx; tÞ 2 R is the Lagrange multiplier used to enforce the restriction jdj2 = 1 a.e. inX  (0,T) (j  j denotes the Euclidean
norm). It is interesting to observe that problem (3) has only quadratic nonlinear terms whereas problem (2) involves cubic
nonlinear terms.
In top of the open questions related to the Navier–Stokes equations, the nonconvex constraint over dmakes the theoret-
ical analysis of the previous problem very difficult to approach. So, a penalized version is usually considered, in which the
constraint jdj2 = 1 is weakly enforced by adding the Ginzburg–Landau (GL) function f(d), for 0 <  1, where
fðdÞ :¼ 12 ðd  d 1Þd. We will also make use of the potential function FðdÞ :¼ 142 ðd  d 1Þ
2; note that rdF(d) = f(d).
The GL penalized problem then reads@tdþ ðu  rÞdþ cðDdþ fðdÞÞ ¼ 0;
@tuþ ðu  rÞu mDuþ kr  ððrdÞtrdÞ þ r~p ¼ g;
r  u ¼ 0;
ð4Þsupplemented with the respective initial and boundary conditions. In fact, it is straightforward to note that the GL penalized
problem (4) can also be casted in a saddle-point form as follows:
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d  d 2q ¼ 1;
@tuþ ðu  rÞu mDuþ kr  ððrdÞtrdÞ þ r~p ¼ g;
r  u ¼ 0;
ð5Þwhere q ¼ 12 ðd  d 1Þ, hence qd = f(d). The clear advantage of (5) with respect to (4) is the fact that it formally allows  = 0,
i.e. it includes the limit and penalized problem in a unified formulation. This unified approach also permits to make connec-
tions between existing methods that seemed essentially different. Further, the saddle-point approach gives a clue about how
to deal with the mathematical analysis of the limit problem. The stability of the multiplier q in the limit case can only be
attained via an inf–sup conditions à la Babuska–Brezzi, with a formidable complication: the inf–sup condition is nonlinear.
For the subsequent numerical analysis, we will consider a reformulation of the coupling term in the fluid momentum
equation. After some manipulation, the coupling term can be re-written as:r  ððrdÞtrdÞ ¼ @jð@jdk@idkÞ ¼ @2j dk@idk þ
1
2
@i j@jdkj2
 
¼ ðrdÞtDdþ 1
2
rðjrdj2Þ:Using the second equation in (5), we have:qðrdÞtd ¼ 1
2
qrðjdj2Þ ¼ 1
2
qrð2qÞ ¼ 
2
4
rq2:Using the d-system in (5), we get:r  ððrdÞtrdÞ ¼ ðrdÞtðDd qdÞ þ 1
2
r jrdj2 þ 
2
2
q2
 
¼ 1
c
ðrdÞtð@tdþ ðu  rÞdÞ þ 12r jrdj
2 þ 
2
2
q2
 
:Note that for (4) one obtains qðrdÞtd ¼ q 12rðjdj2Þ ¼ 0. Then, we have the above equality for  = 0. We can absorb the second
term in the pressure gradient by using the modified pressure p ¼ ~pþ k2 jrdj2 þ k
2
4 q
2, leading to the following version of the
fluid momentum equation:@tuþ ðu  rÞu mDuþ kc ðrdÞ
tð@tdþ ðu  rÞdÞ þ rp ¼ g: ð6ÞIn fact, these manipulations are not new for the GL penalized problem (see e.g. [24,17,4]). This reformulation will allow us to
obtain finite element approximations with an energy estimate that mimics the one at the continuous level.
Since the aim of this work is to consider a Faedo–Galerkin approximation of system (4) or (5) based on finite element
spaces, we consider the problem in a weak sense as follows: find ðdðtÞ; qðtÞ;uðtÞ; pðtÞÞ 2W1;3ðXÞ \ L1ðXÞ  H1 ðXÞ
H10ðXÞ  L20ðXÞ such thatð@td; dÞ þ cðrd;rdÞ þ cðu;d; dÞ þ cbdðq;d; dÞ ¼ 0; ð7aÞ
bdðq;d;dÞ  2ðq; qÞ ¼ h1; qi; ð7bÞ
ð@tu; uÞ þ mðru;ruÞ þ cðu;u; uÞ þ kc cðu;d; @tdþ ðu  rÞdÞ  buðp; uÞ ¼ hg; ui; ð7cÞ
buðp;uÞ ¼ 0 ð7dÞhold for any ðd; q; u; pÞ 2 H1ðXÞ  H1 ðXÞ  H10ðXÞ  L20ðXÞ a.e. in t 2 (0,T). The regularity for d is the one needed in order to
have all the terms to be integrated in L1(X); it can be checked by using Sobolev imbedding theorems and the regularity re-
sults in Theorem 2.1. The forms associated to this problem are defined as:bdðq;d; dÞ ¼ ðq;d  dÞ; buðp; uÞ ¼ ðp;r  uÞ; cðu;v; uÞ ¼ hðu  rÞv; ui:
Note that the elastic tensor effect in the u-system is denoted by the same form c(, , ). Hereafter, (, ) denotes the inner prod-
uct in L2(X), with kk the associated norm, and h, i the duality product between (H1(X))0 and H1(X). Since the Lagrange mul-
tiplier qwill lose regularity from  > 0 to  = 0, we consider the Banach space H1 ðXÞ; for any  > 0 it is the Hilbert space L2(X)
but endowed with the norm kk + k  k1, whereas for  = 0 it is the dual space of H1(X).
Theorem 2.1. The continuous problem (7) with  = 0 satisfies the following energy equality:kuðtÞk2 þ kkrdðtÞk2 þ 2
Z t
0
mkruðsÞk2 þ k
c
k@tdðsÞ þ ðuðsÞ  rÞdðsÞk2
 
ds
¼ ku0k2 þ kkrd0k2 þ 2
Z t
0
hgðsÞ;uðsÞids; ð8Þthat holds for any t 2 [0,T]. On the other hand, for  > 0, the system satisfies
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Z t
0
mkruðsÞk2 þ k
c
k@tdðsÞ þ ðuðsÞ  rÞdðsÞk2
 
dsþ k 
2
2
kqðtÞk2
¼ ku0k2 þ kkrd0k2 þ k 
2
2
kq0k2 þ 2
Z t
0
hgðsÞ;uðsÞids; ð9Þfor any t 2 [0,T], where q0 = (jd0j2  1)/2.Proof. Defining w(d,u) :¼ @td + (u r)d the following identity holds:
k
c
cðu;d;wÞ ¼ k
c
kwk2  k
c
ð@td;wÞ: ð10ÞOn the other hand, we can re-write Eq. (7a) as:ðw; dÞ þ cðrd;rdÞ þ cbdðq;d; dÞ ¼ 0:
Taking d ¼ @td, we easily get:ðw; @tdÞ ¼ c2 @tkrdk
2 þ cbdðq;d; @tdÞ: ð11ÞThe time derivative of Eq. (7b) leads to:2bdðq; @td;dÞ  2ð@tq; qÞ ¼ 0;
which for q ¼ q allows to write the last term of (11) as follows:bdðq;d; @tdÞ ¼ 
2
2
ðq; @tqÞ ¼ 
2
4
@tkqk2:Hence, we finally have that (10) is expressed as:k
c
cðu;d;wÞ ¼ k
c
kwk2 þ k
2
@tkrdk2 þ k
2
4
@tkqk2:The desired energy equality is obtained testing (7c) and (7d) against (u,p), using the previous equality and the skew-
symmetry property cðu; u; uÞ ¼ 0 for any u 2 H10ðXÞ. We get:@t kuk2 þ kkrdk2 þ k
2
2
kqk2
 
þ 2 mkruk2 þ k
c
kwk2
 
¼ 2hg;ui;a.e. in (0,T). For  = 0, the energy equality (8) is obtained after integrating the previous equation in the time interval (0, t). The
energy equality for the penalized problem (9) is proved by noting that Eq. (7b) holds at t = 0 with q0 = (jd0j2  1)/2 for
 > 0. h
Pressure stability relies on the well-known inf–sup condition:inf
p2L20ðXÞ
sup
u2H1ðXÞ
buðp;r  uÞ
kpkkuk1
P bu > 0;which is known to be true due to the surjectivity of the divergence operator from H10ðXÞ onto L20ðXÞ; L20ðXÞ is the space of
L2(X) functions with zero mean value. We refer to [31,18] for some regularity results for the pressure in the transient
Navier–Stokes system. The control over the Lagrange multiplier q is not so well understood. The GL penalty version
introduces L2(X) control over q that is lost when the penalty & 0. So, this stability does not apply for the singular limit
 = 0, and the well-posedness of the original problem can only rely on an inf–sup condition. The inf–sup conditioninf
q2H1ðXÞ
sup
d2H10ðXÞ
bdðq;d; dÞ
kqk1kdk1
P bdðdÞ > 0; ð12Þhas been proved very recently in [19] under some regularity assumptions over d in the frame of the steady harmonic maps
problem, which is (7a) and (7b) without the time derivative and convective terms. This regularity is much stronger than the
one that the energy estimate (8) provides for d.
With regard to the long-term behavior for a zero forcing term (g = 0), we can see that for t?1 the energy dissipation in
(8) goes to zero:mkruðtÞk2 þ k
c
k@tdðtÞ þ ðuðtÞ  rÞdðtÞk2 ! 0;hence u goes to the trivial stationary point u = 0 and k@tdk? 0. The d component of the solution exhibits non-trivial station-
ary states. Such a stationary states are minima of the Oseen–Frank free-energy function (1). It means that there exist steady
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term in the energy, which is the penalty energy k22 kqk2.
3. Spatial discretization
Let T h be a partition of X into a set of finite elements {K}. For every element K, we denote by hK its diameter, and set the
characteristic mesh size as h ¼maxK2T hhK . The space of polynomials of degree less or equal to k > 0 in a finite element K is
denoted by PkðKÞ. The space of continuous piecewise polynomials is defined as:Pkh ¼ vh 2 C0ðXÞ such that vhjK 2 PkðKÞ 8K 2 T h
 	
: ð13Þ
These approximations are usually called H1-conforming approximations, because of the inter-element continuity. The space
Pkh is spanned by the set of nodal functions pah
 	
a2N h , where N h is the set of nodes in the mesh.
Therefore, any function uh 2 Pkh can be uniquely determined in terms of its nodal values fuaga2N h as
P
a2N hu
apah (see
[5,13]). The nodal interpolation of a continuous function u 2 C0ðXÞ is denoted by phðuÞ ¼
P
a2N huðxaÞpah.
Let us consider a conforming finite element discretization of problem (7). The finite element space Dh for the director vec-
tor dh is chosen to be ðP1hÞd. We also consider the space Qh for the Lagrange multiplier qh to be P1h. The constraint form reads
as:bdðqh;dh; dhÞ ¼ ðqh;dh  dhÞ: ð14Þ
In this case, the constraint is satisfied in a discrete sense, as the incompressibility condition for the fluid problem. In the
frame of harmonic maps, Hu et al. have considered the following modification of the constraint form in [19]:bdðqh;dh; dhÞh ¼ ðqh;phðdh  dhÞÞ: ð15Þ
Since ph() 2 Qh with the previous choice of finite element spaces, the constraint equation amounts to saying that jdaj = 1 for
any a 2 N h. Furthermore, the finite element pair Dh  Qh has been recently proved to satisfy the corresponding discrete ver-
sion of the inf–sup condition (12):inf
qh2Qh
sup
dh2Dh
bdðqh;dh; dhÞh
kqhk1kdhk1
P bh;dðdhÞ > 0; ð16Þin [19]. It has allowed to prove the well-posedness of the tangent problem that arises from the full Newton linearization of
the steady-state harmonic maps problem, in the vicinity of a local minimum under strong regularity assumptions. In this
proof, the fact that the projection ph() has been used is necessary, so it does not apply to bdðqh;dh; dhÞ. In any case, numerical
experimentation says that this choice is also stable for the problems considered in Section 6.
Remark 3.1. Let us recall that, for Dirichlet boundary conditions over dh, the discrete inf–sup condition (16) is violated when
there are elements K 2 T h with all the nodes constrained; we can easily check that there is no control of the Lagrange
multiplier at a boundary node that is connected to boundary nodes only. This type of meshes usually leads to problems and
should be avoided. In any case, an alternative way to circumvent this problem is to consider homogeneous Dirichlet
boundary conditions over q too, as proposed in [19]. Since jdaj = 1 for appropriate boundary data, qa = 0 is an appropriate
condition.
In [19], the saddle-point version of the harmonic maps problem is used together with a Newton linearization, and the
corresponding inf–sup condition for the tangent problem is proved. As an alternative, it could be used for the minimiza-
tion step of the linearized problem in the popular Alouges’ method proposed in [1] (see also [3,2] and Section 5.3). In the
frame of liquid crystals, we consider two different solvers, that are extensions of these two approaches to the problem at
hand.
Let us point out that the dh  qh block matrices in the corresponding linear system are diagonal matrices when using
closed (nodal) integration, and so computationally more efficient; closed (nodal) integration of the constraint terms is the
way to get a lumped mass matrix for Lagrangian elements. The closed integration of the constraint trilinear form consists of:bdðqh;dh; dhÞhs ¼
X
a2N h
qada  da
Z
X
pah dx ¼ ðqh;dh  dhÞs; ð17Þwhere the sub-label s indicates lumped sub-integration of the term. The nodal enforcement of the restriction is even more
explicit in this case. Here and in the sequel, we will also use the sub-index s for inner-products ðf ; gÞs ¼
R
X phðfgÞdx and
L2-discrete norm kfks ¼ ðf ; f Þ1=2s involving finite element functions to denote that closed integration is used.
Remark 3.2. The nodal enforcement of the constraint could also be understood as a collocation method for the constraint
equation. In this case, the discrete version of the Lagrange multiplier space consists of Qh ¼ fdðxaÞ; a 2 Ng, where
dðxaÞ : C0ðXÞ ! R is defined by hd(xa),vi = v(xa) for v 2 C0ðXÞ. This approach to the problem is not so powerful, because it can
only be used for the limit case, since the penalty term is ill-posed.
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is taken as P1h , and the velocity space Vh is P1h

 d  Bhð Þd, where
Bh ¼ fvb such that vbjK 2 P3ðKÞ; vbj@K ¼ 0; vbjK P 0; 8K 2 T hgis the space of bubbles (cubic in dimension 2) at every element (see e.g. [7]). This velocity–pressure finite element pair is
known to satisfy the discrete inf–sup conditioninf
ph2Qh
sup
uh2Vh
buðph; uhÞ
kphkkuhk1
P bu;h P 0for bu,h uniform with respect to h. Onwards, we consider the skew-symmetric form (for Dirichlet boundary conditions) of the
convective term in the uh problem:~cðuh;vh; uhÞ ¼ ððuh  rÞvh; uhÞ þ 12 ððr  uhÞvh; uhÞ:
The finite element approximation of system (7) reads as: find (dh(t),qh(t),uh(t),ph(t)) 2 Dh  Qh  Vh  Ph such thatð@tdh; dhÞ þ cðrdh;rdhÞ þ cðuh;dh; dhÞ þ cbdðqh;dh; dhÞdq ¼ 0; ð18aÞ
bdðqh;dh;dhÞdq  2ðqh; qhÞq ¼ ð1; qhÞq; ð18bÞ
ð@tuh; uhÞ þ mðruh;ruhÞ þ ~cðuh;uh; uhÞ þ kc cðuh;dh; @tdh þ ðuh  rÞdhÞ  buðph; uhÞ ¼ hguhi; ð18cÞ
buðph;uhÞ ¼ 0; ð18dÞ
at almost every t 2 (0,T], for any ðdh; qh; uh; phÞ 2 Dh  Qh  Vh  Ph. The sub-label d takes the values hwhen using ph() in bd;
q takes the value s when sub-integration is used.
Remark 3.3. Many existing liquid crystal finite element approximations involve an auxiliary variable (see e.g. [17,4]). We
can re-formulate the problem, by introducing an auxiliary variable wh and its corresponding finite element space Wh; Eq.
(18a) is replaced by:ðwh; dhÞ þ cðrdh;rdhÞ þ cbdðqh;dh; dhÞdq ¼ 0;
ð@tdh; whÞ þ cðuh;dh; whÞ  ðwh; whÞ ¼ 0for any ðdh; whÞ 2 Dh Wh. Then, the elastic stress term cðuh;dh; @tdh þ ðuh  rÞdhÞ is replaced by:Z
X
ðrdhÞtwh  uhdx:This approach would in principle introduce extra unknowns to the problem, which would preferably be avoided. In most
existing liquid crystal algorithms, always for the penalized GL problem, the space for Wh is taken equal to Dh, i.e. ðP1hÞd
(see [17,4]). The method is proved to be stable and convergent but, since (uh  r)dh R Dh, the problem for wh is global and
wh cannot be locally eliminated. However, takingWh  (Vh r)Dh and Dh Wh, we simply havewh = @tdh + (uh  r)dh. Implic-
itly, this is the approach that has been used above and the one used in [23] for the approximation of the penalized GL
method.
The saddle-point approach has a clear advantage with respect to the previous finite element approximations of liquid
crystal flows. In the frame proposed herein, we can approximate numerically both the limit problem and GL penalized ver-
sions using the same numerical approximation. Existing algorithms [23,25,26,4,17] could not take  arbitrarily small, since
the condition number of the matrix blows up with 2. As a rule of thumb,  = 0.05 was the limit value used in numerical
experiments. Since the stability of the saddle-point structure as & 0 is kept by virtue of the discrete inf–sup condition
(16), the linear system is non-singular even for the limit problem. In the numerical experiments section we analyze all these
properties, identifying an interesting asymptotic behavior as & 0 that has not been observed yet. In any case, it is interest-
ing to relate our approach with the existing GL penalized techniques, i.e. for  > 0. From (18b) with the constraint as in (14),
the penalty function takes the valueqh ¼
1
2
PQh ðdh  dh  1Þ:So, qhdh acts as f
h
ðdhÞ ¼ 12 PQh ðdh  dh  1Þdh in the penalized finite element formulations. Taking a Lagrange multiplier space
such that Dh Dh  Qh, the penalized saddle-point problem can be written in the frame of the GL approximation by taking
fðdhÞ :¼ 12 ðdh  dh  1Þdh. We can easily check that it coincides with the choice of f(dh) in [17,25,26]. For first order finite
element approximations of the director field, we can easily prove that f(dh) = 0 is only possible for dh a constant function.
So, these schemes exhibit a locking phenomenon as & 0. This choice is not appropriate for the limit problem.
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1
2
PQh ðphðdh  dh  1ÞÞ ¼
1
2
ðphðdh  dh  1ÞÞ;since PQh ðphðÞÞ ¼ phðÞ. It is also interesting to note that, when considering bd as in (17), the evaluation of qh is local at every
node of the mesh, with the expression:qah ¼
1
2
dah  dah  1

  8a 2 N h:Using this term in bdðqh;dh; dhÞhs, we obtain:bdðqh;dh; dhÞhs ¼
X
a2N h
1
2
dah  dah  1

 
dah  dah
Z
X
pahdx:This penalization term is in fact the one used in [4] for the GL term. The method proposed by Walkington and Liu in [25,26]
considered C1 Hermite polynomial approximations for which the lumping technique cannot be used.
4. Time discretization
Let us consider a uniform partition of the time interval [0,T] into N elements (tn, tn+1) for n = 0, . . . ,N  1, where tn :¼ n k.
The element size is denoted by k :¼ TN. The mid-point value is written as f nþ
1
2 :¼ f nþ1þf n2 . We also denote f
nþ1f n
k as dt f
n+1. Since
the forcing term g(t) does not have pointwise sense in time, we define gnþ1 :¼ 1k
R tnþ1
tn gðsÞds and gnþ
1
2 :¼ gnþ1.
We will design both implicit and semi-implicit schemes that satisfy a discrete version of the energy equality (8) for  = 0
or (9) for  > 0. Both the implicit and semi-implicit scheme are unconditionally stable. Further, the semi-implicit scheme is
linear. As far as we know, this is the first linear scheme that exhibits unconditional stability.
4.1. Implicit algorithm
The most straightforward approximation of the problem at hand consists of a Backward-Euler first order time integration.
In this case, given dnh 2 Dh and unh 2 Vh, the problem at the time step tn+1 reads as: find ðdnþ1h ; qnþ1h ;unþ1h ; pnþ1h Þ 2 Dh  Qh
Vh  Ph such thatdtd
nþ1
h ;
dh
 
þ c rdnþ1h ;rdh
 
þ c unþ1h ;dnþ1h ; dh
 
þ cbd qnþ1h ;dnþ1h ; dh
 
dq
¼ 0; ð19aÞbd qh;d
nþ1
h ;d
nþ1
h
 
dq
 2 qnþ1h ; qh

 
q ¼ ð1; qhÞq; ð19bÞdtunþ1h ; uh

 þ m runþ1h ;ruh
 þ ~c unþ1h ;unþ1h ; uh
 þ kc c uh;dnþ1h ; dtdnþ1h þ unþ1h  r
 dnþ1h
 
 bu pnþ1h ; uh

  ¼ hgnþ1; uhi; ð19cÞ
bu ph;unþ1h

  ¼ 0 ð19dÞfor any dnþ1h ; q
nþ1
h ; u
nþ1
h ; p
nþ1
h

  2 Dh  Qh  Vh  Ph. However, this first order approximation is only conditionally stable. The
proof of an energy equality for this fully discrete system follows the line of the one for the continuum problem. In order
to prove dh-stability, we have to test the equation for the director field (19a) against dtd
nþ1
h , appearing the termbd qnþ1h ;d
nþ1
h ; dtd
nþ1
h
 
dq
¼ 1
2k
qnþ1h ; d
nþ1
h
 2  dnh 2 þ dnþ1h  dnh 2
 
q
;where 12k q
nþ1
h ; d
nþ1
h  dnh
 2 
q
cannot be controlled. So, a straightforward first order approximation of the problem at hand is
not appropriate. In any case, in the numerical experiments we have performed, this instability has not been activated. One
way to circumvent that problem is to replace Eq. (19b) by the discrete time derivative bd qh;d
nþ1
h ; @td
nþ1
h
 
dq
¼ 22 dtqnþ1h ; qh

 
q;
see Section 4.2 for more details and a semi-implicit version of (19).
Alternatively, in order to get an unconditionally stable algorithm, we have considered a Crank–Nicolson time integration
scheme. Analogously, given dnh 2 Dh and unh 2 Vh, the problem at the time step tn+1reads as: find ðdnþ1h ; qnþ1h ;unþ1h ; pnþ1h Þ 2 Dh
Qh  Vh  Ph such thatdtd
nþ1
h ;
dh
 
þ c rdnþ12h ;rdh
 
þ c unþ12h ;d
nþ12
h ;
dh
 
þ cbd qnþ
1
2
h ;d
nþ12
h ;
dh
 
dq
¼ 0; ð20aÞ
1 Let
needed
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nþ1
h ;d
nþ1
h
 
dq
 2 qnþ1h ; qh

 
q ¼ h1; qhiq; ð20bÞ
dtunþ1h ; uh

 þ m runþ12h ;ruh þ ~c unþ12h ;unþ12h ; uh  bu pnþ12h ; uh 
þ k
c
c uh;d
nþ12
h ; dtd
nþ1
h þ u
nþ12
h  r
 
dnþ
1
2
 
¼ gnþ12; uh
D E
; ð20cÞ
bu ph;u
nþ12
h
 
¼ 0 ð20dÞfor any ðdh; qh; uh; phÞ 2 Dh  Qh  Vh  Ph. We can check that the restriction over dh (20b) has been enforced at the time
nodes, instead of mid-points. The reason is that, in its present form, the method is unconditionally stable. This system sat-
isfies the semi-discrete version in time of the energy equality in Theorem 2.1, and so it is energy preserving for the limit case
with  = 0. It is interesting to note the effect of the initial condition d0h in the equality.
As we will infer from the next theorem, we must take care of the choice for d0h. An initial condition that does not satisfy
the discrete constraint (20b) introduces an initial energy that blows up as & 0. The use of this kind of initial approximation
is ill-posed for the limit problem.1 On the other hand, this initial condition has been used as a test problem in some numerical
articles based on GL penalty problem approximations (see [23,25,26,4,17]). We refer to the numerical experimentation section
for more details.
In the limit case, for a d0 with jd0j = 1 a.e. in X, a typical finite element projection, e.g. Scott–Zhang or Clement projector,
will fail to satisfy the discrete constraint (20b). As an alternative when the constraint form (14) is used, we can consider the
following projector for d0: given d0, find d0h 2 Dh and q0h 2 Qh such thatc rd0h;rdh
 
þ cbd q0h;d0h; dh
 
¼ cðrphðd0Þ;rdhÞ; 8dh 2 Dh; ð21aÞbd qh;d
0
h;d
0
h
 
¼ ð1; qhÞ; 8qh 2 Qh: ð21bÞAssuming that d0 2 H2(X) \W1,1(X), it has been proved in [19, Theorem 5.3] that this harmonic maps problem admits a
unique solution d0h such that d
0
h  d0
 
1
6 Ch.
The use of a constraint-preserving Riestz projector is basic, in order to get an admissible initial condition d0h for the limit
problem. In case of using the nodal enforcement, i.e. the constraint form (15) or (17), a more straightforward approach con-
sists on projecting d0 with a typical finite element projector Phd0 and a posteriori normalize the value at each node
d0h
 a
¼ ðPhd0Þa=jðPhd0Þaj.
In the next theorem, we prove that the scheme (20) satisfies a discrete counterpart of the energy equalities given in The-
orem 2.1. As a result, the method is unconditionally stable.
Theorem 4.1. The discrete solution of system (20) for  = 0 satisfies the following energy equality:unh
 2 þ k rdnh 2 þ 2mkXn1
m¼0
rumþ12h
 2 þ 2 kc k
Xn1
m¼0
dtd
mþ1
h þ u
mþ12
h  r
 
dmþ
1
2
h
 2
2k
Xn1
m¼0
gmþ
1
2;umþ
1
2
h
D E
þ u0h
 2 þ k rd0h 2 ð22Þfor any n 2 {0,1, . . . ,N}, where the initial condition d0h satisfies the discrete constraint (20b) . On the other hand, the penalized ver-
sion of (20), for  > 0, satisfies:unh
 2 þ k rdnh 2 þ k22 qnh
 2
q þ 2k
Xn1
m¼0
m rumþ12h
 2 þ 2kXn1
m¼0
k
c
dtd
mþ1
h þ u
mþ12
h  r
 
dmþ
1
2
h
 2
¼ 2k
Xn1
m¼0
gmþ
1
2;umþ
1
2
h
D E
þ u0h
 2 þ k rd0h 2 þ k22 q0h
 2
q; ð23Þwhere q0h is defined below in (26) . In fact, q
0
h ¼ 12 PQh d
0
h
 2  1  for the constraint (14) and q0h ¼ 12 ph d0h
 2  1  for the con-
straint form (15) . In case of using (17), ðq0hÞa ¼ 12 d
0
h
 a 2  1  and the L2 norm for qh is replaced by the lumped one.
Proof. The proof of this result follows that of Theorem 2.1. Let us start re-writing the dh constraint Eq. (20b) in an incremen-
tal form. Using the fact that dtðf nþ1Þ2 ¼ 2f nþ12dt f nþ1, we have that:us point out that a similar situation occurs for the Stokes problem, even though a constraint-preserving (discrete solenoidal) initial velocity is only
for the obtention of enhanced control over the time derivative of the velocity and subsequently, the pressure (see [8]).
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nþ12
h ; dtd
nþ1
h
 
dq
 
2
2
dtqnþ1h ; qh

 
q ¼ 0: ð24ÞThen, taking qh ¼ qnþ
1
2
h and using that dt q
nþ1
h
 2
q ¼ 2 q
nþ12
h ; dtq
nþ1
h
 
q
, we have thatbd q
nþ12
h ;d
nþ12
h ; dtd
nþ1
h
 
dq
¼ 
2
2
q
nþ12
h ; dtq
nþ1
h
 
q
¼ 
2
4k
qnþ1h
 2
q  qnh
 2
q
 
: ð25ÞAt this point, since we have used the restriction (20b), then (25) is only true for n > 0, because the restriction (20b) does not
generally holds for d0h. In the limit case ( = 0) see (21b). For  > 0, but we can define q
0
h 2 Qh such thatbd qh;d
0
h;d
0
h
 
dq
 2 q0h; qh

 
q ¼ ð1; qhÞq 8qh 2 Qh: ð26ÞUsing (25) and (26), we finally get (25) also for n = 0.
The rest of terms can be treated as at the continuous level. With regard to the time derivatives, we use the fact that
dt f nþ1; f nþ
1
2
 
¼ 12k kf nþ1k2  kf nk2
 
. The skew-symmetric version of ~c is required, in order to get this result. Integrating in
time, i.e. k
PN1
m¼0ðÞ we get the energy equality. h4.2. Semi-implicit algorithm
The implicit algorithms are nonlinear, and so, a linearization technique and subsequent nonlinear iterations have to be
performed (see Section 5). Now, we consider a semi-implicit algorithm, which is implicit in the sense that a linear system
has to be solved at every iteration, but explicit in terms of nonlinearity; at every time step, the problem to be solved is linear.
In the sequel, we propose a new semi-implicit scheme and prove its unconditional stability, showing the good design of the
algorithm.
In order to motivate the method, we recall the incremental form (24) of the dh constraint (20b). But, in the following algo-
rithm, we will consider the incremental form of the constraint equation with the linearization dnþ
1
2
h 	 dnh:bdðqh;dnh; dtdnþ1h Þ 
2
2
dtqnþ1h ; qh

  ¼ 0:Given dnh 2 Dh and unh 2 Vh, the problem at the time step tn+1 reads as: find the finite element functions
dnþ1h ; q
nþ1
h ;u
nþ1
h ; p
nþ1
h
 
2 Dh  Qh  Vh  Ph such thatdtd
nþ1
h ;
dh
 
þ c rdnþ1h ;rdh
 
þ cd unþ1h ;dnh; dh

 þ cbd qnþ1h ;dnh; dh
 dq ¼ 0; ð27aÞbd qh;d
n
h; dtd
nþ1
h
 
dq
 
2
2
dtqnþ1h ; qh

 
q ¼ 0; ð27bÞdtunþ1h ; uh

 þ m runþ1h ;ruh
 þ ~c unh;unþ1h ; uh
 þ kc c uh;dnh; dtdnþ1h þ ðunþ1h  rÞdn
 
 bu pnþ1h ; uh

  ¼ hgnþ1; uhi; ð27cÞ
bu ph;unþ1h

  ¼ 0: ð27dÞfor any ðdh; qh; uh; phÞ 2 Dh  Qh  Vh  Ph.
In the next theorem, we prove that in fact, this semi-implicit algorithm is unconditionally stable and satisfies an energy
equality.
Theorem 4.2. System (27) with  = 0 satisfies the following energy equality:unh
 2 þ k rdnh 2 þ k2Xn1
m¼0
dtumþ1h
 2 þ k dtrdmþ1h 2
 
þ 2k
Xn1
m¼0
m rumþ1h
 2 þ k
c
dtd
mþ1
h þ umþ1h  r

 
dmh
 2 
¼ 2k
Xn1
m¼0
gmþ1;umþ1h
 þ u0h 2 þ k rd0h 2;for any n 2 {0,1, . . . ,N}. For  > 0, system (27) satisfies:unh
 2 þ k rdnh 2 þ k22 qnh
 2
q þ k
2
Xn1
m¼0
dtumþ1h
 2 þ k dtrdmþ1h 2 þ k22 dtqmþ1h
 2
q
 
þ 2k
XN1
m¼0
m rumþ1h
 2 þ k
c
dtd
mþ1
h þ umþ1h  r

 
dmþ1h
 2 
¼ 2k
Xn1
m¼0
gmþ1;umþ1h
 þ u0h 2 þ k rd0h 2 þ k22 q0h
 2
qfor any n 2 {0,1, . . . ,N}, where q0h is defined as in Theorem 4.1.
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dnh. We
have:c unþ1h ;d
n
h; dtd
nþ1
h þ unþ1h  r

 
dnh
 
¼
Z
X
unþ1h  r

 
dnh  dtdnþ1h þ unþ1h  r

 
dnh
 
¼
Z
X
unþ1h  r

 
dnh wnþ1h
¼ wnþ1h
 2  dtdnþ1h ;wnþ1h : ð28ÞBy definition of wnþ1h , Eq. (27a) can be written as:wnþ1h ;
dh

 þ c rdnþ1h ;rdh þ cbd qnþ1h ;dnh; dh
 dq ¼ 0: ð29Þ
So, testing this equation against dtd
nþ1
h , we easily get dtdnþ1h ;wnþ1h
 
¼ c
2
dt rdnþ1h
 2 þ ck
2
dtrdnþ1h
 2 þ cbd qnþ1h ;dnh; dtdnþ1h 
¼ c
2
dt rdnþ1h
 2 þ ck
2
dtrdnþ1h
 2 þ c 2
4
dt qnþ1h
 2
q þ c
2k
4
dtqnþ1h
 2
q; ð30Þwhere we have invoked the constraint Eq. (27b) and used the fact that dt f nþ1; f nþ1

  ¼ 12 dtkf nþ1k2 þ k2 dt f nþ1 2. Accordingly
(28)–(30), we havek
c
c unþ1h ;d
n
h; dtd
nþ1
h þ ðunþ1h  rÞdnh
 
¼ k
c
wnþ1h
 2 þ k
2
dt rdnþ1h
 2 þ kk
2
dtrdnþ1h
 2 þ k2
4
dt qnþ1h
 2
q þ
k2k
4
dtqnþ1h
 2
q;
ð31Þ
Taking ðuh; phÞ ¼ ðunþ1h ; pnþ1h Þ in (27c) and (27d), using (31) and applying k
PN1
m¼0ðÞ, we prove the theorem. h
As far as we know, this is the first finite element approximation of the liquid crystal problem (7), both for the penalized
and limit case, that is unconditionally stable and linear. The penalized method in [4] was unconditionally stable but nonlin-
ear, whereas the method in [17] was linear but conditionally stable. Furthermore, both methods introduced an extra vecto-
rial unknown to the problem, with the corresponding increasement of computational cost. The method proposed herein is
more efficient because it does not introduce new unknowns and does not require nonlinear iterations. Furthermore, the
method is unconditionally stable. Compared to the implicit algorithm introduced above, this method solves one linear sys-
tem per time step, without the need to perform nonlinear iterations.
5. Nonlinear solvers
In order to use the implicit algorithms previously introduced, a linearization must be performed. For the subsequent
exposition, let us write system (20) (or equivalently (21)) at the time step tn+1 in a compact manner as follows:Ld dnþ1h ; qnþ1h ;unþ1h
 
; ðdh; qhÞ
D E
¼ 0; Lu unþ1h ;pnþ1h ;dnþ1h
 
; uh; phð Þ
D E
¼ 0: ð32Þ5.1. Exact Newton scheme
It is clear that both operators are nonlinear. At this point, we can linearize the problem using an exact Newton lineariza-
tion. Given a previous iterate dnþ1;kh ; q
nþ1;k
h ;u
nþ1;k
h ; p
nþ1;k
h
 
, the new iteratednþ1;kþ1h ; q
nþ1;kþ1
h ;u
nþ1;kþ1
h ;p
nþ1;kþ1
h
 
¼ dnþ1;kh ; qnþ1;kh ;unþ1;kh ;pnþ1;kh
 
þ ddkþ1h ; dqkþ1h ; dukþ1h ; dpkþ1h
 is obtained after solving the linear system:dLd dnþ1;kh ; qnþ1;kh ;unþ1;kh
 
dðdh; qh;uhÞ
 ddkþ1h ; dqkþ1h ; dukþ1h
 
; ðdh; qhÞ
* +
¼  Ld dnþ1;kh ; qnþ1;kh ;unþ1;kh
 
; ðdh; qhÞ
D E
;
dLu unþ1;kh ; pnþ1;kh ;dnþ1;kh
 
dðuh;ph;dhÞ
 dukþ1h ; dpkþ1h ; ddkþ1h
 
; ðuh; phÞ
* +
¼  Lu unþ1;kh ;pnþ1;kh ;dnþ1;kh
 
; ðuh; phÞ
D E
; ð33Þwhere dFðx

Þ
dx  dx 2 Y 0 denotes the weak Gâteaux derivative of the functional F : X ! Y at x* with respect to x in the direction
dx 2 X, for X, Y Banach spaces. Problem (33) is the tangent problem of (32) around dnþ1;kh ; qnþ1;kh ;unþ1;kh ; pnþ1;kh
 
. Every
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ddkþ1h ; dq
kþ1
h ; du
kþ1
h ; dp
kþ1
h
 
in the problem, with the corresponding computational cost; in dimension 3, it involves eight
degrees of freedom per node.
5.2. Quasi-Newton scheme
For numerical purposes, it is convenient to decouple the different variables in the problem, in order to reduce the CPU
time and memory usage. In particular, since we want to decouple sub-problems (20a), (20b) and (20c), (20d), we consider
a quasi-Newton method in which the tangent matrix decouples problems. Given the iterate dnþ1;kh ; q
nþ1;k
h ;u
nþ1;k
h ; p
nþ1;k
h
 
, the
new iterate is obtained after solving the two linear sub-problems:dLd dnþ1;kh ; qnþ1;kh
 
;unþ1;kh
 
dðdh; qhÞ
 ddkþ1h ; dqkþ1h
 
; dh; qh

 * + ¼  Ld dnþ1;kh ; qnþ1;kh ;unþ1;kh ; dh; qh
 D E;
dLu unþ1;kh ; pnþ1;kh
 
;dnþ1;kþ1h
 
dðuh; phÞ
 dukþ1h ; dpkþ1h

 
; ðuh; phÞ
* +
¼  Lu unþ1;kh ; pnþ1;kh
 
;dnþ1;kþ1h
 
; ðuh; phÞ
D E
:Doing that, we have reduced the number of terms in the tangent problem, since we have neglected cross derivatives, i.e. the
variation of Ld with respect to uh and vice versa. A nice property of this approach is the fact that it allows modularity. Sep-
arate codes can be used to solve the two sub-problems, only needing to pass the unknowns from one code to the other at
every iteration. So, even though this method involves nonlinear iterations, it has been linearized in such a way that the com-
putation of (uh,ph) is segregated from the one for (dh,qh), notably reducing the solver CPU time per iteration with respect to
the semi-implicit method.
5.3. Nonlinear block Gauss–Seidel scheme with Alouges’ method
The linearization of Eqs. (20a) and (20b), that are equivalent to the harmonic maps problem plus a convection term, can
be linearized by extending the strategy proposed by Alouges in [1]. We refer to [1,3] for a mathematical analysis of the
Alouges’ method in the frame of steady harmonic maps. The idea is to consider a Picard linearization of (20a) and (20b)
together with a normalization of the director field approximation. Obviously, this approach only has sense when the con-
straint over dh is exactly enforced on the nodes, using one of the alternatives proposed above, and no penalty is introduced,
i.e.  = 0. Let us consider the previous iterate dnþ1;kh ; q
nþ1;k
h ;u
nþ1;k
h ; p
nþ1;k
h
 
. First, we compute ~dnþ1;kþ1h ; q
nþ1;kþ1
h
 
, solution of the
linear systemdt~dnþ1;kþ1h ;
dh
 
þ c r~dnþ1;kþ1h ;rdh
 
þ c unþ1;kh ; ~dnþ1;kþ1h ; dh
 
þ cbd qnþ1;kþ1h ;dnþ1;kh ; dh
 
hq
¼ 0;
bd qh;d
nþ1;k
h ;
~dnþ1;kþ1h
 
hq
¼ h1; qhiq:Then, we compute dnþ1;kþ1h , as the normalization of
~dnþ1;kþ1h on the nodes. So, at every node, we computeðdnþ1;kþ1Þa ¼ ð
~dnþ1;kþ1Þa
jð~dnþ1;kþ1Þaj
:Obviously, dnþ1;kþ1h satisfies the nonlinear constraintbd qh;d
nþ1;kþ1
h ;
~dnþ1;kþ1h
 
hq
¼ h1; qhiq:The third step of the algorithm consists of solving (20c) and (20d) with the known value of dnþ1;kþ1h , e.g. using a Picard lin-
earization: we compute unþ1;kþ1h ; p
nþ1;kþ1
h
 
solution ofdtu
nþ1;kþ1
h ; uh
 
þ m runþ1;kþ1h ;ruh
 
þ ~c unþ1;kh ;unþ1;kþ1h ; uh
 
h
þ bu pnþ1;kþ1h ; uh
 
þ k
c
c uh;d
nþ1;kþ1
h ; @td
nþ1;kþ1
h þ unþ1;kþ1h  r
 
dnþ1;kþ1h
 
¼ hgnþ1; uhi; bu ph;unþ1;kþ1h
 
¼ 0:So, the final procedure involves a linearized harmonic map-like system, with a convection term, a normalization of the direc-
tor field, and the linearized Navier–Stokes equations, e.g. using Picard, evaluating the coupling elastic term with the director
field of the second step. The final problem has a computational cost per iteration similar to the quasi-Newton algorithm
above, since the two sub-problems have been decoupled.
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In this section, we perform some numerical experiments, in order to check the behavior of the methods proposed above.
We will distinguish between three different numerical methods:
 The implicit method with nodally exact enforcement of the constraint and Crank–Nicolson time integration. Thus, the
method consists of system (20) with q = s and d = h, that is to say, using a closed integration rule for the constraint equa-
tion and the bilinear form bd in (15), i.e. Eq. (17). The problem is linearized using the quasi-Newton scheme in Section 5.2,
that decouples dh and uh computation at the linear solver level. We will denote this method as nodal implicit method.
 The implicit method with P1h as Lagrange multiplier space and Crank–Nicholson time integration. In this case, the method
consists of system (20) with the expression of bd in (14). Again, we use the quasi-Newton scheme for linearization. We
will denote this method as P1 implicit method.
 The semi-implicit method (27) with a closed integration rule for the constraint equation and the bilinear form bd in (15).
We will denote this method as semi-implicit method.
For all the methods, we will consider both exact and penalized formulations. In all cases, we have used quadrature rules
that integrate exactly all the terms in the linear system.
One of the outputs of the simulations are the time behavior of the different energies interacting in the system. Let us de-
fine the elastic and kynetic energies respectively as:EdðtÞ ¼ krdhðtÞk2; EuðtÞ ¼ kuhðtÞk2:
The validation of the code has been carried out by using the method of manufactured solutions and checking that the implicit
methods under consideration are energy preserving, i.e. the equality (22) is satisfied up to convergence tolerance. So, for the
implicit methods with  = 0 and zero forcing terms, the energy equality has been checked:kEdðtnÞ þ EuðtnÞ þ
Xn1
m¼0
Edis tmþ12
 
¼ E0whereEdisðtÞ ¼ 2mkkruhðtÞk2 þ 2 kc kkdtdhðtÞ þ uhðtÞ  rdhðtÞk
2denotes the energy dissipation and E0 the initial energy (see (22)). We have analyzed three different test problems. Two of
them have been presented in previous numerical works about the approximation of liquid crystals and serve for comparison
with pre-existing techniques. The third example is a problem with known analytical solution that clearly serves to assess the
algorithms.
6.1. Example 1: a smooth harmonic map
The first test under consideration has been previously solved in [4]. We consider the problem (3) for  = 0 in the square
domain X = (1,1)2 and g = 0. The initial conditions are:u0 ¼ 0; d0 ¼ ðsinðaÞ; cosðaÞÞt ; a ¼ 2:0pðcosðxÞ  sinðyÞÞ;
whereas homogeneous Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are enforced over u and d respectively. So, the only en-
ergy introduced to the system is via the initial energy E0. The physical parameters are k = c = 1.0 and m = 0.1, and the numer-
ical parameters are chosen as h = 25, k = 0.01, and  = 0, unless otherwise stated.
In Fig. 1 we show the elastic and kynetic energies EdðtÞ and EuðtÞ with respect to time. The initial conditions introduce
energy to the system via the initial elastic energy kkrd0k2, that is related to (23) (see [4, Fig. 5.1]). It is clear out of the results
that most of the initial elastic energy is (unsurprisingly) transferred to Ed, whereas the kynetic energy for the velocity Eu at its
peak (t = 0.1 s) is only about a 5% of Ed. The steady-state that is reached for the initial condition stated above has no energy as
t?1, since the steady-state dh is constant in space (see [4, Fig. 5.1]).
We have plot the energy results for the three methods under consideration, whereas for the semi-implicit method, we
have also included the results for k = 103. Out of these plots, we can conclude that the nodal constraint and the P1 Lagrange
multiplier lead to very similar results. As expected, the semi-implicit method shows some lag in the dynamics to the steady
state, but reducing by 10 the time step size, the results are almost identical to those with an implicit method. With regard to
the number of nonlinear iterations, the implicit method required an average of 5.36 iterations per time step in the time inter-
val (0,1), using as convergence criterion kx
kþ1xkk
kxkk < tol for all the unknowns of the problem and tol = 10
6.
Now, we consider k = 0.0, reducing the problem to the transient harmonic maps system.We do this since we want to eval-
uate the dependence of the condition number and the constant in the discrete inf–sup condition (16), for the d problem;
these features are well-known for the Navier–Stokes block. We compute the condition number of the system matrix for a
given time step value, a penalty parameter  = 0, 102, 103 and h = 2i with i = 2, 3, 4, 5; the results are collected in
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Fig. 1. Example 1: EdðtÞ and EuðtÞ plots for the nodal implicit, P1 implicit and explicit methods, for  = 0 and k = 102. The explicit method is also used with
k = 103.
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Fig. 4. Example 2: Elastic energy EdðtÞ plots for the nodal implicit, P1 implicit and semi-implicit methods. The results are shown for different values of .
S. Badia et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 230 (2011) 1686–1706 1699Fig. 2. In Fig. 2(a) we see that the condition number of the matrix is not sensitive to , which means that the stability of the
Lagrange multiplier comes from the discrete inf–sup condition. Let us remark that for the GL formulations in the literature
(see e.g. [4,23,17,25,26]) the condition number blows up for & 0. We also plot in Fig. 2(b) the condition number in terms of
the mesh size h for different values of . We see that the condition number is almost Oðh4Þ. Finally, we want to analyze the
constant in the inf–sup condition (16). In order to do this, we evaluate the L2 norm, the H1 norm and a discrete H1 norm.
Given qh 2 Qh, let us find the discrete Riestz projection gh 2 Qh such thatðgh; fhÞH1 ¼ hqh; fhiH1H1 :
We define the discrete H1 norm as follows:kqhkH1d :¼ supfh2Qh
hqh; fhiH1H1
kfhk1
¼ sup
fh2Lh
ðgh; fhÞH1
kfhk1
¼ kghk1:In Fig. 3 we plot the norm of the Lagrange multiplier at a given time step size, for the uniform partition introduced above. We
can easily see that the Lagrange multiplier qh is stable in both the H1 and L2 norms. As expected, the H1 norm blows up with
h. This test indicates that for smooth enough solutions, qh 2 L2(X).
6.2. Example 2: annihilation and stable defects
The second test we consider can be found in any article about GL-based numerical approximations of liquid crystals. It
consists on the annihilation of regularized initial singularities. The problem is solved in the square domain X = (1,1)2
and g = 0. The initial conditions are:
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Fig. 5. Example 2: Kynetic energy EuðtÞ plots for the nodal implicit, P1 implicit and semi-implicit methods. The results are shown for different values of .
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ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
j~dj2 þ 2
q
; for ~d ¼ ðx2 þ y2  0:25; yÞt:The physical parameters are k = c = m = 1.0, and the numerical parameters are chosen as h = 25, k = 0.001, unless otherwise
stated. We have considered  = 0, 2.5  103, 5  103, 7.5  103, 102.
As commented in [4, Section 5.2] the solution critically depends on the initial data and so, on . It was also pointed out by
Lin and Liu in [23, Example 2.2] that the evolution of the singularities was very sensitive to the algorithm and the mesh se-
lected in the computation. Furthermore, in both references the authors point out that the local energy at the singularity goes
to infinity as & 0. In this article, we put particular attention on the solution with respect to . The initial condition intro-
duces initial energy to the system in two different ways. On one side, via the initial elastic energy, and on the other side, via
the q0 term. However, the second term reads as:k2
2
kq0k2 ¼ k
2
kd0  d0  1k2 ¼ k
2
Z
X
2
j~dj2 þ 2
 !2
; ð34Þwhich tends to zero as & 0. At the discrete level the energy also depends on the projection that is used for obtaining d0h
from d0. We use a nodal projection for the sake of comparison with previous works. However, this projector is ill-posed
as (,h)& 0 in the singularity, but can be solved by giving an average value for the node over the singularity, if there is
one. In the limit case ( = 0), the initial energy is only coming from the initial elastic energy.
In Fig. 4 we show the elastic energy EdðtÞ for the three formulations and different values of . The implicit saddle-point
Ginzburg–Landau formulation proposed herein leads to very similar results to those obtained for classical GL formulation
(see [17,4,23]). On the other hand, it is clear that the annihilation time goes to1 as & 0. For  = 0.025 the implicit methods
converge to a stable solution with non-zero elastic energy and zero velocity. In fact, as commented above, this long-term
behavior is in agreement with the structure of the dynamical system at hand. The steady-state solution for dh is a solution
of the discrete harmonic maps problem. These numerical results are in concordance with the mathematical analysis of
Fig. 6. Example 2: Director vector d fields at different time step values for the nodal implicit method and  = 5  103.
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defects. A physical justification of the existence of stable combed hedgehog point defects can be found in [28] using different
approaches, e.g. Peach–Köhler type arguments (see also [30,29,14,9]). The average number of nonlinear iterations in the time
interval (0,1) is 3.04 for the convergence criterium defined above with tol = 106.
The results obtained with nodal and P1 implicit methods are almost identical. We show the director vector fields at dif-
ferent time values for  = 5103 in Fig. 6. We see how the singularities approach and annihilate at some point over t = 0.30 s,
which coincides with an abrupt decreasement of elastic energy (see Fig. 4(c)).
In Fig. 4 we also show the results for the explicit method. It is clear, out of these results, that the effective penalty of the
semi-implicit formulation is smaller than the one for the implicit method. For  large enough or small enough, the results are
fairly similar. However, in the transition between them, the explicit method exhibits a lag with respect to the implicit solu-
tion, or can even tend to a different stationary point. Summarizing, the solution is critically -dependent. For  = 0.0, the re-
sults are almost identical to those for  = 0.025. As far as we know, this behavior for & 0 has not been previously analyzed
because previous GL formulations were ill-posed in this assymptotic regime, and a minimum value of  = 0.05 was common
practice. Herein, this problem has been solved by using a saddle-point GL approach.
We also plot the kynetic energy in all cases (see Fig. 5). These results make clear that this test problem is almost a har-
monic maps problem, since the energy transferred to u is very small. The results for the implicit methods are very similar,
but for  = 2.5  103 the implicit P1 method exhibits two picks of kynetic energy whereas the nodal version only one.
In Fig. 7(a) and (b) we have considered the full liquid crystal problem with k = 1.0 and the transient harmonic maps prob-
lem, i.e. k = 0.0. The elastic energy is almost identical in both cases, and so, the u influence almost neglectable. Obviously, the
kynetic energy is zero for k = 0.0 in Fig. 7(b). With regard to the mesh size, we have compared both elastic and kynetic energy
for h = 25, 26, showing that the solution is well converged for the mesh being used. Analogously, we show the results for
k = 103, 102, that allow to say that the time step size is also acceptable.
Since the initial energy introduced to the system is not enough for the annihilation of singularities for the limit problem,
and the energy transferred to the velocity is erratic, we have modified the initial velocity as u0 =x(y,x), withx = 5, 50. We
show some dh vector fields at different values for x = 50 in Fig. 9. A comparison of the elastic energy for these two different
initial velocities can be found in Fig. 8. The case with x = 50 shows richer dynamics, as expected. Since there is no forcing
term, the initial velocity is dissipated, and the elastic energy starts to show a linear and slow decay. The initial velocity with
x = 5 seems to be not enough, leading to results similar to those with x = 0.
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Fig. 7. Example 2: EdðtÞ and EuðtÞ plots for the nodal implicit method with  = 5  103 and different values of (k,h,k).
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We end the numerical experiments section with the magical spiral problem. A nice presentation of the problem and the
obtention of the analytical solution can be found in [10, pag. 158]. It consists of two concentric cylinders with the following
anchoring boundary conditions: the molecules are normal to the inner cylinder and tangential to the external cylinder. The
numerical simulations have been performed for k = c = 1.0,  = 0 and k = 0.01. The initial velocity is zero and the initial direc-
tor field we have considered is plotted in Fig. 10(a).
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Fig. 8. Example 2: EsðtÞ plot for the nodal implicit method,  = 0.0 and x = 5, 50.
Fig. 9. Example 2: Director vector d fields at different time step values for the nodal implicit method,  = 0 and x = 50.
S. Badia et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 230 (2011) 1686–1706 1703In Fig. 10(b) we show the magical spiral that is obtained in the steady-state limit. With regard to the velocity, we plot the
vector field for the time step t = 0.12 s (the one with maximum Eu) in Fig. 10(c), and the kynetic energy in Fig. 10(d). These
results have been obtained with the nodal implicit method.
The nice feature of this test problem is the fact that it can be experimentally observed and analytically solved. It can be
proved that the angle w between d and the radial direction (see [10, Fig. 3.23]) is equal to:
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Fig. 10. Example 3: Director vector d fields at different time step values, velocity vector field and EuðtÞ plot for the nodal implicit method with  = 0.
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2
lnðr=r0Þ
lnðr1=r0Þ ;where r is the radial coordinate and r0 and r1 the inner and outer cylinder radius. In this particular case, we have considered
r0 = 1 m and r1 = 2 m. We plot the values of w for the first time step value and the steady-state case in Fig. 11. In Fig. 12 we
plot the error between the numerical approximation for w and the exact solution. We easily see that the steady-state solu-
tion converges to the exact solution; the error is reduced to the order of Oð102Þ, which is the numerical error associated to
the mesh.Fig. 11. Example 3: Plots of w on X at different time step values, obtained with the nodal implicit method and  = 0.
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Fig. 12. Example 3: L2-error between exact and computed values of w vs. time for  = 0, 5  102.
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 = 5  102. The error plot can also be found in Fig. 12. We can easily see that, even for a fairly coarse mesh, the penalty error
is more than one order of magnitude larger than the discretization error. This result illustrates very well the dramatic impact
of the penalty term in the accuracy of the liquid crystal simulations. So, it seems much more reasonable to stick to stable
saddle-point formulations that do not require any penalization.
7. Conclusions
In this work, we have considered a different approach to the numerical approximation of nematic liquid crystals. The
problem is posed in a saddle-point form. We have also considered a penalty version of the problem, analogous to the
Ginzburg–Landau penalization, but using the saddle-point structure. The gain doing this is the fact that the resulting numer-
ical schemes are stable for any choice of the penalty P 0 when using Lagrangian finite elements, based on the theoretical
results in [19] for the steady harmonic maps problem. This is a gain with respect to the previous penalized formulations,
since the condition number of the resulting linear system does not blow up as & 0.2 Another important consequence is
the fact that the limit and penalized problems can be treated in a unified way. On the other hand, the saddle-point
formulation involves quadratic nonlinear terms whereas the Ginzburg–Landau formulation includes cubic nonlinearities.
The time integration of the problem has also been considered. We have distinguished between implicit methods and
semi-implicit methods in which nonlinear iterations are not performed. As far as we know, the semi-implicit method pro-
posed herein is the first one that is unconditionally stable, which has been possible to obtain by using the saddle-point struc-
ture of the director vector problem. Furthermore, it is not needed to include any auxiliary variable. On the other hand, as in
the previous approaches, all the unknowns are coupled at the linear system, which makes its solution expensive.
On the contrary, the implicit method includes nonlinear iterations. However, we have designed a quasi-Newton lineari-
zation of the problem that allows to decouple the velocity and director vector sub-problems at the linear system level, clearly
reducing the CPU cost of the solver per iteration. Another nice feature of the method proposed is the fact that it is energy
preserving, satisfying the same energy equality as the continuous problem. As the semi-implicit method, it is unconditionally
stable and does not require the introduction of any auxiliary variable.
We have performed a set of test problems comparing different approaches. It is interesting to note that we have obtained
interesting results in the asymptotic regime & 0 for typical test problems including defects. Furthermore, we have checked
the accuracy of the method for a problem with analytical solution and assessed the serious effect of penalization over it.
Let us finish comparing the methods considered in this work with the ones in the literature. Since the methods and the
interesting features to be used for comparison are many, we have included all in Table 1. From these results, we could easily
extract some recommendations. The methods proposed herein are the only ones that unify the limit and penalized problem
and their condition number is independent of . The limit and penalized schemes in [4] are different, and so, not treated in a
unified way. The limit problem in [4] is the only one in the existing literature that approximates the original problem, but the
method ends up being only conditionally stable. The sense in which the sphere constraint is enforced is much weaker than
the one in this article; the restriction does not appear explicitly in the problem.
With regard to CPU cost, the methods proposed herein end up having eight degrees of freedom per node, only beated by
the methods in [23,24] (for the penalized problem) and [4] (for the limit problem); the method in [25] does not introduce
any auxiliary unknown but it requires C1 finite element approximations, dramatically increasing the CPU cost. Furthermore,
the methods proposed herein are both unconditionally stable, as the ones in [24,4] (for the penalized problem). Another2 Furthermore, penalized formulations require to tune e with respect to the mesh and time step sizes in order to obtain accurate results; the authors in [4]
claim that this is a drawback of the penalized formulation, since this tuning turns out to be subtle.
Table 1
Comparison of methods. ISP refers to the implicit saddle point method in this work and SSP refers to the semi-implicit one. The rest of the methods are denoted
by the reference in which they were proposed. In particular, we have denoted the penalized scheme in [4] with [4, P] whereas the one for the limit problem as
[4, L]. With regard to auxiliary unknown, we have considered q as an extra unknown, since it does not appear in previous works.
Method ISP SSP [17] [23] [24] [25] [26] [4, P] [4, L] [16]
Aux. unknowns (#) 1 1 3 0 0 0 9 3 0 3
Semi-implicit  U U U      U
Uncond. stab. "(,h,k) U U   U   U U 
-indep. cond. number U U       U 
Energy preserving U    U     
Quadratic nonlinear U U        
C0 approx. for d U U U U U  U U U U
1706 S. Badia et al. / Journal of Computational Physics 230 (2011) 1686–1706important benefit of the saddle-point structure is the quadratic nonlinearity of the resulting system, in comparison to the
cubic nonlinearity of all the previous GL schemes and the scheme for the limit problem in [4]; this fact simplifies the line-
arization of the problem and makes its convergence easier.
For small values of , the use of saddle-point methods should be favoured, since they are unconditionally stable and the
condition number of the resulting linear system for the rest of unconditionally stable methods becomes too large to be
solved. But this is not the only improvement of these saddle-point methods, as we can see in the table and commented
above. For large enough values of the penalty, the scheme in [24] seems to be the most appealing among the ones in the
literature. However, it is unclear the physical interest of the results obtained for large values of the penalty, since, out of
our numerical experiments, they are inaccurate.
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